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How do you form a perfect content team for a complex content organization?



My personal experiences in the 
field of digital content

Tim as an archeologist in 2005

From studying archeology to a career on the interweb (2005-2010)
Starting out as a Content Manager
In those days that meant: a professional Copy-Paster

Huge advancements in our field
I’ve seen all of our jobs become far more complex and demanding
Seemingly random job titles



Something from the past?

Content specialist
Content strategist
Content Lead 
Consultant
Senior content manager
Communications advisor

Project manager
Content editor
Content Management System 
Specialist
Customer Journey Expert
Customer Journey Specialist
Product editor

Content publisher
Online Editor
Marketing Communications specialist
Final Editor
Copywriter
Webmaster

What do these people do?

We’ve asked some of our colleagues what their current job title is (at client companies) 



The issues we see

It’s a challenge to find the right people for your teams
And build teams out of the right combination of people 

Jobs and roles have quite random titles
Are we talking about the same things?

How do we keep skills and knowledge up-to-date in a fast 
changing market?



3 major developments that have 
changed the way we work

Digital content became essential to most companies and organisations
No longer nice to have, but crucial for attaining goals or even survival

Content can be changed continuously
But we started out with print management methods

We found out we had no idea what we are doing
With modern data gathering and testing methods, we learned how hard it was 
to achieve our goals



Digital content became essential for achieving 
company objectives

● Consumers buy online
● Online Customer service 
● Interaction with brands

Driven by Digital First companies: higher expectations 
for digital customer experience across the board



Digital content became essential for achieving 
company objectives (2/2)

Active Facebook users 2008

100 million
Active facebook users 2020

2600 million
Growth +2600%



Digital content can be published and improved 
continuously



Content became a two-way 
conversation

Continuous optimization

● Large, real-time availability of data 
● Software like Google Analytics, Video-tracking, wider 

knowledge of usability research methods 
● Rise of A/B-testing & Conversion Rate Optimization

We can now measure if we’re achieving our goals



And we are unsure how people will 
respond
● We never know for sure how people will interact with 

our content
● Worldwide A/B-testing success rate is between 10% 

and 20%
● That means we got it wrong 80-90% of the time.

Do we meet our goals?



Learning and experimenting are fundamental to 
deal with uncertainty



A big change in the way we work

Henry Ford: optimizing the production process
● Specialists working in sequence
● Increasing speed and efficiency
● High costs of releasing a product
● Predictability: change as little as you can

Parallel to offline content
● high cost of publishing and distributing
● errors are costly
● system of efficiency, deadlines and preventing 

errors



We started the 
digital age with 20-
th century methods

Strategy (product manager)

Plan (marketing)

Management (MarComm 
project manager)

Copywriter

Execution (Content manager)

Audience

Media agency

● Specialists working in 
sequence, resembling a 
production line

● Focussed on minimizing risks
● Optimizing for efficiency, not 

for the value of the outcome
● Slow feedback, little 

collaboration, slow learning

Little communication
Slow feedback
Slow learning

Delivering the wrong products and 
content for your customers



Optimizing for value

A lot of organizations are in this transition, inspired by 
tech companies / Silicon Valley

● collaboration
● multiple skills
● cross-functional, 
● having the autonomy to make mistakes

Optimizing for the efficiency of the process 
of making and delivering content

Optimizing for the value of content: Does 
our content do what we want it to do?



Rise of new challenges

We’re no longer in a content factory, where specialists 
are training new specialists.

New challenges arise
● What skills do we need in each team?
● How do we find (and keep) the right talent?
● How do we keep skills up-to-date?



Working on a solution



With great change comes great uncertainty

We see similar challenges with most clients

● Staffing
● Skills
● Organisation
● Recruitment & HR

We lack a common language

Stock Photo team 
manager



3 domains of producing digital content

Creating content
The skill of translating the message into a text or media.

Managing content
In complex technological and organizational environments, 
working with processes and people.

Strategy for content
Making sure it serves the purposes you have for it, being able 
to measure and optimize



3 domains of digital content

What? - Creating content

● The skill of translating the message into a text or 
media.

● The skill of translating brand identity to a content
● Knowing how to design for the best presentation of 

content
● Knowing where the content fits into the structures 

set



3 domains of digital content

How? - Managing

● The skill of ordening the content for multiple channels
● Technological knowledge of the software and use all 

functionalities
● Knowing how manage teams, people and influence the 

workflow
● Knowing how to follow, set up and optimize the different 

processes within the team/company
● Understanding of changes in the workfield, able to spot 

trends and new functionalities.



3 domains of digital content

Why? - Strategy 

● The skill of translating a customers need and behaviour into 
a plan

● Comprehension of marketing with a focus on the content 
targets

● Knowing how translate data into a new content plan
● Understanding changes in the workfield will have an impact 

on the daily business





Making expertise visible

Tim

Specialist in choosing, managing, maintaining and organising complex 
content systems
Arrow at the top

Experienced in content governance
Good at processes and change, visible on left

Familiar with basics of marketing and customer experience management 
but not an expert, as you can see at the lower part

Creation isn’t my strong suit
Visible on the right



Content Skillset Model

What it is

● Sense making model
● Tool to fuel conversation

What it isn’t

● A final truth
● A model to criticise performances

Analysis

● Individual skills
● Team combined
● What skills do you need in the context of 

your organisation’s goals?



Testing our hypothesis 
We held interviews with colleagues and people in the business. Result: People 
with similar job titles do have very different focus areas and skillsets. 

Project management and systems 
focussed

Experienced generalist (not really a 
creator though)

Technology & Development minded, 
with an interest in marketing

Strong writer and experienced 
storyteller



This is how we use the model

Optimization of teams
Identifying gaps in available skills and checking processes and collaboration

Finding the right person for the job
In our work field, clients ask for a content specialists. The model has improved our 
conversations and matching

Conversations about professional growth
At Crossphase, One of our core values is to be an excellent environment for personal en 
professional growth. We have started to shape our conversations about growth around 
the model. Where does your experience lie, where can you grow, what interests you?

3 domains of use cases



Professional growth

Getting more diverse Or specialize?



Example: optimizing teams

Team combinedJessica
Teammanager

Jim
Creative Marketeer

Claire
Data-analyst

Team combined



Only a piece of the puzzle

Team combinedTeam combined

Ofcourse, the model is part of a process of getting things right. 

● Trade-off between general applicability and being contextual
● Define what every axis means in your organization
● We’re not saying you need all of them, dependent on your context



Optimization process

Organizational Context
Goals & Objectives, Scale, Software architecture, channels,  & more

Requirements
The skills you need

Capabilities
The skills you have

Effectiveness
Processes, collaboration, 

policies make your 
effectiveness

Improvement



To Conclude

Coöperate!

Have a conversation about skills

Check your team skills and how you work together



Get in touch
We love to discuss our model and approach with you, 

E-mail: Tim.Hanse@crossphase.nl
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tghanse/

E-mail: Tjeerd.Schopman@crossphase.nl
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/tjeerd-schopman

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tghanse/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tjeerd-schopman

